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The emperor arrives too late
- Tanssi yli hautojen as a
"Slrkki-like" "great man bio pic"

Tanssi yli hautojen (1950) is one of
the historical bio pics of great men
produced by the company Suomen
Filmiteollisuus. Like the films Runon
kuningas ja muuttolintu (1941) and
Ballaadi (19,14) it describes an un-
happy love story between a man of
national importance and a young
woman. The film's hero, Russia's
Czar Alexander I is not Finnish, but
he was believed to have had an
important role in the creation of Finn-
ish autonomy. All three films repre-
sent these men's important role in
Finnish history in a way that implies
that an unhappy love affair was their
motivating force.

The screenplay for Ianssi y/i
hautojen was written during the war
but because of political and eco-
nomic difiiculties the film was not
completed until seven years later.
The aim was, however, to promote
the film in the same way as the
great man bio pics of the war years:
as a serious epic and spectacle.
The film was also described as a
love drama. This impression was
supported by the romantic historical
novel that was based on the screen-
play and had been published already
in 1944.

The film was popular but reviews
didn't see it as an epic of impor-
tance like the other great man bio
pics. The themes and the market-
ing of the film were related to war-
time concems. Seven years later
the content and theme were no
longer considered believable and
successful: the film's patriotism and
the innocence of the love story didn't
fit in with the ideas of the 1950s.
The symbolism in the relationship
between Finland, the losing side of
the war, and the emperor of Russia
also seemed problematic at the time.
After the war this great man bio pic,
originally closely connected to the
national project, was seen as "mere"
romantic entertainment.
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Anfti-Ville Kirji
The Finnish Hit€ong Films:
Furry-Finnish and Supranational
at the Height of Spiritua!
Depression

During the late 1950s and early
1960s some eight so.called hit-song
films were made. They were films
consisting mostly of musical per-
formances, accompanied by a "ftag-
ile' nanative frame. These films can
be seen as one attempt to cope
with the film industry's economical
dilliculties at that time. They can
also be viewed as the Finnish
equivalents to the U.S. rock'n'roll
films and as the film industry's first
attempts to see whether or not youth
entertainment was commercially vi-
able. However, these films were
made cautiously, and they were tar-
geted not only at the youth.

It is the juxtaposition of such con-
cepts as "hit-song' and "youth" that
interests me in these films, espe-
cially in relation to the problematics
of 'national id€ntity". The national-
romantic background of the Finnish
hit-song tradition and youth as a
new, strongly U.S.-infl uenced group
of film consumers form an intriguing
field of tension, at the heart of which
lies the question of Finnish-ness. ln
what ways do these films, and es-
pecially the music in them, contrib-
ute to the definition and concep-
tualization of Finnish-ness and popu-
lar culture in general?

The economic success of the hit-
song films was by no means high,
and they were badly received in re-
views. Also later on they have been
labelled as poor examples of Finn-
ish cinema. However, these judge-
ments have been based on film theo-
ries and aesthetics favouring nana-
tive development. These theories
are somewhat ill-fitting, simply be-
cause the function of hit-song films,
some of them working as promoting
vehicle for record companies, is
clearly different from mainstream
nanative cinema. Thus, it becomes
pertinent to ponder the ideological
background of these judgements.

Thus they can be seen as one
version of cultural protectonlsm, ex-
emplifying the worry for the quality
of national cinema.

This field of tension is, in my
opinion, directly linked to the proc-
esses of globalization, or rather,
glocalization. Basing on the theory
of articulation, my argument is that
the Finnish hit-song films have been
and are a part of the processes that
continuously redefine what it means
to be Finnish. For most viewers they
can be incoherent ragbags, but as
they thus challenge the traditional
theories of film nanation, they chal-
lenge the traditional conceptuali-
sations of Finnish-ness also.

Nonetheless, these films are part
of the so-called popular culture, and
hence there are limitations to the
challenges they can make. ldeologi-
cally the hitsong films can be seen
as safe and secure, and so the forms
of Othemess they possibly repre-
sent are also secured. They may be
exotic, but yet stereotypical, media-
friendly, and not threatening.
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